
Join us on Thursday, 11

November 2021 at the

Consulate General of India,

Kohlhöfen 21, 20355

Hamburg to learn about the

fascinating states of

Northeast India while

listening to scintillating

music and songs from

Summersalt, a fusion-rock

band from Shillong who will

also be performing at

Kampnagel Hamburg (14

Nov) and Hard Rock Cafe (17

Nov)

CONTACT  US

Consulate General of India

Kohlhöfen 21, 20355 Hamburg

Phone: +49 33 80 36 

Website: www.cgihamburg.gov.in

ZEITO

Østrevej 1, Aarhus 8210, Denmark

Phone: +45 53 50 02 66

Website: www.zeito.dk

Northeast India provides experiences

for all age groups and interests from

cultural tours to adventure sports,

off-roading and wildlife tours.

Witness breathtaking sights

and breathe in new

experiences in 

Northeast India.

The northeast region of India is a fascinating

and exotic world where time has stood still,

blissfully untouched by tourism. 

Join us in an odyssey and explore this

‘Unexplored Paradise’.

ZEITO offers an enchanting journey through

some of the world’s richest biodiverse

hotspots, home to the one-horned rhino, the

hornbills and the Red Panda. Sample the

world’s hottest chilly, walk over the Living

Root Bridge, and visit the only floating park

and soak in the warm hospitality for a

romantic odyssey in the best traditions of

travel and discovery. 

 

Consulate General of India

Hamburg
&

Zamans East India Travel-Odyssey
(ZEITO)

 

present 
  

Wonderful Northeast:
Unexplored Paradise

 

on Thursday, 11 November 2021

from 1000 hrs onwards

Summersalt



 

ASSAM

Assam is the Gateway to the Northeast. Take

a luxury river cruise on the Brahmaputra. Visit

the World Heritage sites: Kaziranga and the

Manas National Parks. Watch up close the

one-horned rhino and the tiger among others.

Join the tea and golf tourism circuits. 

ARUNACHAL PRADESH

Arunachal Pradesh is described as "a Garden

of Eden on Earth" as mentioned in the Lost

Horizon. Lonely Planet says it’s the top 10

places to visit for adventurers, wildlife

enthusiasts and anthropologists. Retrace the

1959 epic journey of HH the Dalai Lama. 

MEGHALAYA

Meghalaya, the "abode of clouds", is home to

the double-decker living root bridge, the

wettest place on earth and sacred forests.

Adventurers can take a spelunking tour of the

limestone caves. For music lovers, Meghalaya

is also the Rock Capital of India. Umngot river

is the best place for kayakers.

NAGALAND

Nagaland showcases its cultural heritage

during the Hornbill Festival of the 16 tribes. The

Amur falcon migration in October-November is

a birder's treat. Dzukou Valley offers an off-

beat trek for outdoor lovers. The Kohima War

cemetery commemorates one of the greatest

British battles of WW2.

SNEAK PEEK OF DESTINATIONS

MANIPUR

Manipur is home to the ethnic Meiteis and to

the origins of the game of polo. It is a place

renowned for its weaving, martial arts and

dance forms. Steeped in history, it was the

scene of major WW2 battles. 

MIZORAM

Mizoram is a unique destination where you

could trace the history of one of the lost tribes

of Israel. Explore the thick bamboo groves and

live on houses built on stilts. Let the seas of the

morning mist engulf you in the islands of hills

and peaks. It also boasts of an 18-hole golf

course.

TRIPURA

Tripura is a cultural reservoir of the Tripuris and

other ethnic tribes. It offers a diverse travel

experience with its ancient temples, palaces

and heritage sites. Not to miss is their thriving

arts and bamboo crafts industry. 

SIKKIM

Sikkim, with 35% of the state covered by the

Khangchendzonga National Park, is a

biodiverse hotspot, and host to the

Kangchenjunga peak. It also offers many

Buddhist pilgrimage sites.


